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Grammar represents the most advanced element in human language. Language grammar 
requires a lexicon as a departing condition. It is proposed that three stages of  language 
evolution can be distinguished: (a) Primitive communication systems using not only sounds 
but also gestures, grunts, etc., similar to those observed in non-human primates; (b) initial 
communication systems using a lexicon but without grammar; (c) complex communication 
systems including language grammar. It is suggested that grammar originates from the 
internal representation of  actions resulting in the use of  verbs; this ability depends on 
the Broca’s area (left inferior frontal gyrus) and related brain areas. The development of  
human language grammar is considered to be recent in human history. It is thought that 
grammar was developed in two steps: (a) Proto-grammar: verb-noun compounds used for 
naming; and (b) complex grammar, including diverse functional words. Finally, it is sug-
gested that grammar represents the origin of  complex cognition (“executive functions”).
Keywords: Aphasia, Executive Functions, Grammar, Language Evolution.

1. Introduction

The origins and evolution of  human language represent a particular-
ly complex and intriguing question that has been debated for centuries. 
Some authors have even considered the origin as the hardest problem in 
contemporary science (Christiansen and Kirby, 2003). Throughout history 
different proposals have been presented in an attempt to explain the ori-
gins of  human language (for a review see Tallerman, 2005; Tallerman and 
Gibson, 2012). Nonetheless, we do not have a clearly acceptable answer 
yet. This question is so significant, because doubtless language represents 
a cornerstone of  human cognition (Friederici et al., 2017).

Departing from Bickerton’s (2007) suggestion that symbolic units 
(lexical/semantic system) and syntax (grammatical system) are the only 
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real novelties in human communication system, which probably emerged 
at different historical moments (that is, lexicon phylogenetically appeared 
before grammar); and considering the proposal that there are two different 
language systems in the brain (lexical/semantic and grammatical; or dorsal 
and ventral) (Ardila, 2011, 2012a; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Rauscheck-
er, 2012), Ardila (2015) has argued that three different stages in language 
evolution can be distinguished as:

(a) Primitive communication systems; they use some sounds but may 
also include other types of  information, such as gestures, facial expressions, 
grunts, etc. These are the communication systems found in other animals, 
including our closest living nonhuman primates, such as chimpanzees, 
orangutans, and gorillas.

(b) Initial language systems using combined sounds to form words (vo-
cabulary) but without a relationship among these words (grammar); that is, 
language as lexical/semantic system but not as a grammatical system yet.

(c) Complex communication systems using word-combinations (gram-
mar); that is, language as a grammatical system.

If  we assume that there are two language systems and two major 
elements in language (lexicon and grammar), an obvious question refers 
to its temporal relationship during language evolution: did they appear 
sequentially or simultaneously? Although it is frequently accepted that 
the development of  a vocabulary (lexicon) antecedes the grammar, some 
authors have argued that lexicon and grammar probably develop simulta-
neously in human history; for instance, Tomasello (2008) assumes that the 
origin of  language is related to the use of  gestures, and indeed grammar 
is already in the action. Consequently, lexicon does not necessarily appear 
before grammar. In this paper, I will assume that it is more parsimonious 
to consider that lexicon developed before grammar, as different authors 
have hypothesized (e.g., Bickerton, 2007); that means, as observed during 
child’s language development, prehistorical man initially used isolated words 
to communicate, and only later used sentences.

An analysis of  the probable emergence and evolution of  human language 
grammar will be presented in this article. Further, it will be argued that 
language grammar represents the core pre-requisite for the development 
of  complex cognition (or meta-cognitive executive functions; Ardila, 2008, 
2013), because grammar includes not only a symbolic representation of  
actions (i.e., temporal changes, that is, behavioral temporality) but also a 
‘reasoning strategy’ given by the set of  rules governing the construction 
of  sentences. Temporality has been frequently considered as the most 
central element in executive functions (Fuster, 2001, 2002), and obviously, 
reasoning is a fundamental executive functioning ability (Stuss, 2011; Stuss 
and Knight, 2002).
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2. The Origins of Grammatical Language

The evolution of  grammar represents one of  the most complex and 
poorly understood questions in language evolution. Noteworthy, some 
authors have argued that grammar in all human languages – regardless 
of  the diversity in their details –, presents profound structural similarities 
in all regions of  the world; that means, there is core syntax or Universal 
Grammar (Chomsky, 1965, 1980), suggesting an original grammar or basic 
grammar; or at least, some universal principles and strategies used for cre-
ating sentences. These universal principles used to create sentences found 
in every language would result from the specific human brain idiosyncratic 
organization.

Different hypotheses have been proposed to account for the histori-
cal origin of  language grammar (e.g., Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch, 2002; 
Pinker and Jackendoff, 2005). These hypotheses attempt to explain how 
language grammar appeared in human history. Some of  these hypotheses 
have emphasized the biological and genetic factors supporting human 
language. Within this perspective, Klein and Edgar (2002) have suggested 
that a mutation may have occurred some 50,000 years ago, accounting for 
the development of  a full human language (i.e., grammatical language). The 
rationale underlying Klein and Edgar’s claim refers to the observation that 
human culture significantly accelerated shortly after that date, resulting in 
a rapid increase in the number of  produced elements, including the first 
symbolic artifacts (statuettes, cave-paintings, etc.), and the development 
of  new working tools and hunting instruments. Some other authors (for 
instance, Chomsky, 2004, 2005) have also assumed that language evolution 
presents not only quantitative changes, but also abrupt qualitative steps, 
probably related to genetic mutations.

As it will be mentioned below, this acceleration in culture development 
(sometimes referred as the “cognitive revolution”, Harari, 2015) probably 
was associated with the development of  so-called “metacognitive executive 
functions”, including planning, abstracting, problem solving ability, tempo-
rality of  behavior, etc. (Ardila, 2008, 2012). It has to be emphasized that 
these executive functions abilities were not evident in pre-historical man, 
until relatively recently in human evolution. Coolidge and Wynn (2001), by 
analyzing the historical development of  executive functions, clearly con-
cluded the there is no convincing evidence that Paleolithic individuals used 
executive functions, if  understood as the abilities for planning, abstracting, 
behavioral temporality, anticipating the consequences of  behavior, etc. (the 
so-called “metacognitive executive functions”). It can be conjectured that 
metacognitive executive functions are strongly linked to the internal rep-
resentation of  actions. Indeed, thinking can be interpreted as an internal 
representation of  actions (Minda, 2015), and is based on the use of  verbs, 
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and the development of  a grammatical language. To determine the exact 
date at which this occurred (that is, when metacognitive executive functions 
emerged) is obviously extremely difficult, but it could be speculated to be 
around the date proposed by Klein and Edgar (2002) and Harari (2015) 
(about 40-50 thousand years) or even later. At this time in history, some 
significant changes in human behavior were observed, including the devel-
opment of  new instruments, and wall paintings. Wall painting, by the way, 
is at the origins of  written language (Ardila, 2012b). Further evolution in 
writing is found when paintings became standardized for representing specific 
external elements (i.e., a standard head means ‘head’ or ‘person’), corre-
sponding to pictograms. Pictograms further evolved and became abstract, 
progressively separating from the concrete representation (Ardila, 2019).

The obvious question at this point is: what was the crucial leap for the 
development of  grammar? That is, the syntagmatic dimension or contiguity 
axes of  the language, according to Jakobson (1964, 1971; Jakobson and 
Halle, 1956). Bickerton (2007) stated this question in an overt and clear 
way: “The emergence of  our own species released a torrent of  creativity 
that is still gathering speed. What caused this difference? Clearly, some 
startling increment in cognition. But what caused cognition to change so 
dramatically? The emergence of  modern syntacticized language is the most 
plausible, indeed perhaps the only serious contender” (p. 520). Here, it will 
be argued that the modern syntacticized language and the development 
of  metacognitive executive functions – the increased cognition Bickerton 
refers to – are simply two sides of  the same question.

There is no question that grammar emerged in human history as ob-
served in children: in its simplest form. Initially, only the most elementary 
grammar forms appeared. Probably grammar began with the ability to 
combine two words to create a new higher-level unit a syntagm – two or 
more linguistic elements that occur sequentially in the chain of  speech and 
have a specific relationship. How can the relationship between two words 
be expressed? The strategy used probably was similar to the process found 
during child’s language development. Take two nouns such as: ‘child’ and 
‘milk’. Different relations can exist between these two words; however, to 
create a basic phrase, a verb (indicating an action) is required; for instance, 
‘child likes milk’, ‘child has milk’, ‘child wants milk’, etc. A syntagmatic 
relationship between two or more words requires different word categories, 
specifically, a noun (object) and a verb (action). As a matter of  fact, the 
simplest sentence only requires a noun (nominal phrase) and verb (verbal 
phrase). A sentence is usually regarded as a grammatical unit that is syntac-
tically independent and has a subject that is expressed or understood (as in 
imperative sentences), and a predicate that contains at least one finite verb 
(The Free Dictionary); that means, a sentence contains a subject (noun) 
and a verb, ultimately requiring two different word categories.
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3. Brain Representation of Grammar

Clinical observation demonstrates that the ability to use and understand 
grammar is impaired in cases of  the so-called Broca’s aphasia (e.g., Benson 
and Ardila, 1996; Basso, 2003; Papathanasiou, Coppens and Potagas, 2012). 
Consequently, it can be assumed that grammar is supported by certain spe-
cific brain areas and circuits that are precisely impaired in Broca’s aphasia. 
Broca’s aphasia is observed in cases of  damage of  the so-called Broca’s 
system; Broca’s system corresponds to the left third frontal gyrus (F3) 
and is typically defined in terms of  the pars opercularis and pars triangularis 
of  the inferior frontal gyrus, represented in Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic 
map as Brodmann area 44 and Brodmann area 45 plus some additional 
surrounding areas (Ardila, Bernal and Rosselli, 2016). Aphasic individuals 
presenting Broca-type aphasia (continuity or syntagmatic disorder according 
to Jakobson, 1971) lose the ability to combine linguistic elements. Their 
grammar is restricted or absent, and they can produce and understand only 
isolated meaningful words. Words with purely grammatical function (such as 
articles and prepositions) tend to be omitted. Affixes may be substituted one 
for another but more likely they are simply not produced. These patients 
thus tend to use only very short sentences containing mostly meaningful 
words (nouns). In severe cases, sentences can be as short as a single word 
(e.g., ‘dog’) and in general, there is a reduction in resources available for 
syntactic processing (Caplan, 2006). This disturbance in the use of  grammar 
is known as ‘agrammatism’. Agrammatism is also observed in language 
understanding; so, these patients have difficulties understanding sentences 
whose meanings depend on their syntax (e.g., ‘The dog was bitten by the 
cat’; who was bitten, the dog or the cat?). Noteworthy, patients with Bro-
ca’s aphasia also present so-called ‘apraxia of  speech’ (speech production 
defects found in Broca’s aphasia), including phonetic deviations, phoneme 
deletions, and phoneme substitutions. In apraxia of  speech language pro-
duction defects are context-dependent; for instance, automatic language is 
notoriously better than language repetition.

Several studies have approached the question of  learning a new gram-
mar (e.g., Silva et al., 2018). Kepinska et al. (2017) analyzed the neural 
substrates of  novel grammar learning in a group of  adults with high and 
average language analytical abilities. Using an Independent Components 
Analysis, the fMRI data collected during a grammar-learning task were 
decomposed into maps representing separate cognitive processes. It was 
found high analytical abilities to be coupled with stronger contributions 
to the task-positive network from areas adjacent to bilateral Broca’s region. 
Silva et al. (2019) used a picture-sound priming paradigm to study the 
event-related potential responses of  adult listeners to grammatically illegal 
sound sequences, to grammatically legal sound sequences (pseudowords) 
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with low- vs. high-frequency, and to real words that were either congruent 
or incongruent to the picture context. Results suggested that phonological 
grammar, phonotactic frequency, and lexicality may follow each other in 
this order during word processing.

Naming actions (verbs) has also been related to activity of  the left 
inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) (Damasio et al., 2001). Consequently, 
in cases of  brain damage, the ability to use verbs is impaired simultane-
ously with the ability to use grammar; this situation is found in cases of  
brain pathology involving the Broca’s area (Damasio and Tranel, 1993). 
Consequently, patients with Broca’s aphasia not only have difficulties in 
using grammar but also in using and understanding verbs. For instance, 
Ardila and Rosselli (1994) reported the case of  a 33-year-old woman who 
presented a selective defect in finding verbs and naming actions after a 
head injury associated with a left frontal posterior hematoma. However, 
objects, colors, and body parts were named in a normal way. Clearly, the 
ability to name objects (that is, to use nouns) and name actions (that is, to 
use verbs) was dissociated in this patient, indicating that these two abilities 
depend on different brain systems.

It has been suggested that verbs, grammar, as well as speech praxis 
appeared simultaneously in human history (Ardila, 2009). Grammar, speech 
praxis and the ability to use verbs are simultaneously impaired in cases of  
Broca’s area damage, suggesting a common neural substrate and a shared 
brain circuit. Obviously, the origins of  the human language grammar are 
directly related not only to the ability to use verbs (to express actions) 
but also to the ability to produce certain skilled articulatory movements 
(speech praxis).

During recent decades, the study of  a specific English family (usual-
ly referred as family KE) affected with significant language production 
impairments has notoriously advanced our comprehension on the origins 
of  language grammar and also speech praxis. For over three generations 
about half  of  the family members presented important abnormalities in 
language development (i.e., developmental language impairment). Further-
more, they presented defects in processing words according to grammat-
ical rules, and also in the understanding of  complex sentence structures. 
Associated with the delay in language development and the impairments 
in the use and understanding of  grammar, affected family member also 
presented significant speech difficulties; articulation was clearly deficient; 
that is, so-called developmental apraxia of  speech was observed. This 
disorder was associated with a mutation in a single autosomal-dominant 
gene, FOXP2, located in the chromosome 7 (Enard et al., 2002; Coop et 
al., 2008; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1995). The analysis of  the family has 
provided support to the hypothesis that language grammar requires certain 
genetic conditions.
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Later on, it was suggested that the core deficit in this complex speech 
and language syndrome was one involving sequential articulation and oro-
facial praxis (Takahashi et al., 2009; Vernes et al., 2006; Vargha-Khadem et 
al., 2005; Fisher et al., 1998). Important to note, some brain abnormalities 
involving not only the cerebral cortex but also the subcortical areas were 
found in this family members. An abnormal gene (SPCH1) located in the 
chromosomal band 7q31 was disclosed. The genetic mutation (or deletion) 
in this region was assumed to be associated with important impairments of  
speech (developmental apraxia of  speech) and expressive language deficits, 
including disturbances in the use of  language grammar (Fisher et al., 1998). 
Enard et al. (2002) calculated that the last two mutations of  this gene may 
have occurred between 10,000 and 100,000 years ago and suggested that 
these mutations have been critical for the development of  contemporary 
grammatical human language.

Seemingly, the development of  grammatical human language may be 
related to some genetic changes occurring relatively recently in human history.

4. The Grammar and Origin of Complex Human Cognition

Complex cognition, such as problem-solving, reasoning, thinking, 
abstracting, etc., is usually related to so-called executive functions (or 
executive functioning) (Ardila, Fatima, and Rosselli, 2019; Koechlin et al., 
2003; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Stuss and Knight, 2002; Stuss and Levine, 
2002; Stuss and Alexander, 2007; Tirapu Ustárroz et al., 2012; Miyake et al., 
2000). The name ‘executive functions’ is a kind of  umbrella term, where 
usually a diversity of  abilities are included, such as controlling attention, 
temporality of  behavior, metacognition, problem solving, thinking, ab-
stracting, and others. However, it is not evident what could be the unitary 
and fundamental factor underlying and unifying this diversity of  executive 
function abilities (Tirapu Ustárroz et al., 2012; Miyake et al., 2000). Ardila 
(2008) has suggested that ‘action representation’, (that is, internally repre-
senting movements or actions), closely associated with ‘behavior tempo-
rality’, may represent the core executive functioning factor. He suggested 
that both (internally representing actions and temporality of  behavior) 
depend upon one single core ability (‘sequencing?’) (Ardila and Bernal, 
2007). Similarly, Fuster (2001, 2002) has proposed that temporality (time 
dimension in human behavior and cognition) represents the fundamental 
factor in executive functions.

‘Action representation’ is clearly associated with the use of  verbs; verbs 
usually refer to actions (temporal changes, sequencing); hence, action rep-
resentation would be the fundamental ability required for the development 
and use of  verbs and ultimately grammar. Noteworthy, executive functions 
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are directly monitored and depending upon the brain prefrontal cortex; the 
prefrontal cortex obviously represents an extension and further increase in 
complexity of  the frontal motor areas (primary motor area and premotor 
area) involved in action performance (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Miller and 
Cummings, 2007).

Throughout history different authors have emphasized that complex 
cognition is based on an internalization of  actions, that is, internally rep-
resenting the actions. That means, grammar antecedes complex cognition 
and provides a pattern for reasoning. Vygotsky (1929, 1962, 1968) argued 
that thought (and in general what he names as ‘complex psychological 
processes’ roughly corresponding to executive functions) are associated 
with some ‘inner speech’ (internalized speech). Thinking is consequently 
regarded as a covert motor activity (that is, ‘’inner speech’). Other authors, 
such as Lieberman (2002, 2007) have similarly suggested that language in 
particular and cognition in general arise from complex sequences of  mo-
tor activities. Many other authors have presented a similar point of  view 
(Hommel et al., 2001; Jeannerod, 1997; Luria, 2969; Morsella et al., 2009; 
Prinz, 2013). Some recent research seemingly supports this interpretation 
(Clerget et al., 2012).

5. Further Grammatical Evolution

Grammar has continued evolving and has become progressively more 
complex. Progovac (2015, 2016; Progovac et al., 2018) suggested that 
there are two steps in the evolution of  grammar: (1) Proto-grammar: it 
includes flat verb-noun compounds used for naming (e.g. ‘rattle-snake’, 
‘cry-baby’), and paratactic (loose) combinations of  such basic structures 
(e.g., ‘Come one, come all’; ‘You seek, you find’). This first-step grammar 
would have been used also by Neanderthals and even other hominids; (2) 
Hierarchical syntax (complex grammar), which represented a progressive 
evolution where proto-grammar, verb-like proto-words and noun-like 
proto-words, are included. The authors suggest that the pattern of  brain 
activation is different when processing statements with different levels of  
grammatical complexity. Progovac and collaborators (2019) propose that 
proto-grammar structures in comparison to more modern hierarchical 
structures, will present less activation in the regions that are part of  the 
grammatical brain network.

Although Progovac (2016; Progovac et al., 2018, 2019) does not directly 
discuss the use of  prepositions, doubtless the use of  prepositions and 
other functional words is correlated with complex grammar. The use of  
verbs seems to be clearly dependent on the Broca’s area – BA44, BA45 
and in general, the whole Broca’s complex – while the use of  prepositions 
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seemingly depends on the ability to use verbally mediated spatial concepts 
(Ardila, 2014) as well as and depends on the left posterior parietal lobe. 
This brain area in the right brain is related with the ability to use and un-
derstand spatial information, while in the left hemisphere it is correlated 
with the ability to use and understand verbally mediated spatial concepts, 
including prepositions, adverbs, and in general function words.

6. Conclusions

The origins and evolution of  human language grammar represent 
particularly complex and intriguing questions. Grammatical language ap-
parently appeared only recently in human evolution and may be associated 
with some genetic changes. Grammar is correlated with the ability to use 
verbs and represent actions. This ability depends on the Broca’s area (left 
inferior frontal gyrus) and its related brain circuits. It has appeared simul-
taneously in human history with the ability to rapidly sequence articulatory 
movements (speech praxis) and ultimately, language grammar probably 
represents the departing ability for the development of  complex human 
cognition (executive functions).
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